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General Studies-3; Topic: Marketing of agricultural produce and issues and 
related constraints 
 

APMC Conundrum 
 
Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee (APMC) Act 

• Under the Agricultural Produce Marketing Committee (APMC) Act, each state divides its entire area 
into several market areas with each area managed by an APMC.  

• The state government appoints the APMC and commission agents (“arhtiyas”) and wholesalers 
responsible for selling and buying the produce.  

• The APMC manages market yards and sub-yards (mandis) where wholesale trade in the produce of 
the entire market area takes place.  

• It thus has a monopoly over wholesale trade in the entire area. 
 
Present System and what the new law intends for 

• The Farmers’ Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) Bill, 2020 aims to ease all 
restrictions on trade of agriculture produce. 

• The bill enables food traders to buy farmers’ produce from any market, outside the purview of 
APMCs, rather than be bound to a specific market where they are licensed to operate. 

• The bill allows tax- or levies-free markets, whereas APMCs charge between 4.5% to 8% in mandi 
levies. This will lead to a loss in revenue. 

• In India farmers typically are “locked” in with middlemen because the latter loans farmers money to 
meet cultivation costs with an assurance to buy their produce. 

 
Flaws in APMC system 

• Ushered in during the 1960s, APMCs were originally meant to protect farmers from distress selling 
by creating a system of notified markets that records all transactions and prices.  

• Over time these have often acted as monopolies, evidence suggests. 

• In December 2010, when onion prices peaked, a probe by Competition Commission of India, 
revealed that one firm accounted for nearly a fifth of the total onion trade for that month at 
Lasalgoan APMC, Asia’s largest onion market in Maharashtra’s Nashik. 

• The price at which market commission agents sell the produce to wholesalers is supposed to be 
determined by auction, but in practice the process is opaque.  

• A variety of taxes and commission agents’ fees get added to the final price. 

• The presence of multiple intermediaries; the nexus among APMC members, commission agents and 
wholesalers; taxes by the state government; and fees of commission agents result in the consumer 
paying a high price and the farmer receiving a low price. 

• Given that APMCs have been state government legislations, there is lack of uniformity in India. 
 
Critics Argument Against the new Bill 

• Bypassing APMC system altogether will leave farmers vulnerable to big food corporations and the 
country will have no way of knowing what is being traded and at what price. 

• Intelligence on price and stock are critical to protect farmers and consumers’ interests. 
 
Bihar’s scrapping of APMC Act 

• Bihar scrapped APMC Act, shutting down the mandi (wholesale markets for agricultural produce) 
system 14 years ago. 

• For 14 years now, experts said, farmers have not had a favourable market for their produce. 
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• About 97 per cent of the state’s agricultural community comprise either marginal or small farmers — 
those who are hardly left with a surplus to sell. 

• Before the scrapping of the APMC Act, farmers would sell their produce to the market committees 
where minimum price was guaranteed. 

• But after the repeal of this system, they indulged in distress sale lest their produce would go to 
waste because they had no storage facility. 

• Farming has turned out to be a non-viable profession in Bihar over time. 

• The primary agricultural credit society (PACS) refuse to buy farm produce citing moisture; even if 
they procure them, they take months to pay the dues 

 
Concerns / Challenges 

• Small and marginal farmers run into huge losses every year since there is no unity among farmers 
and because they lack awareness about the farm laws. 

• Lack of storage facilities has dealt another blow to farmers who are compelled to dispose of their 
goods. 

• India’s agricultural market is highly fragmented because of the small size of the average 
landholdings.  

• Over 86% of farm households have land with a size of up to or less than 2 hectares. 

• This makes aggregation and subsequent movement of produce to markets challenging. 

• This is one reason why middlemen are plentiful and incidence of wastage is high- perishables have to 
change hands many times before they reach retail vendors in urban areas. 

• APMCs are not the source of constraints. It’s the lack of public investments, including in APMCs, 
which is a constraint.  

 
Alternative Market for the Farmer 

• States have tried to create alternate physical market spaces to directly connect farmers to retail 
customers. 

• An example is Tamil Nadu’s ‘Uzhavar Santhai’ which directly links farmers with customers. 

• For long, corporates have been present in India’s markets for agricultural produce. 

• ITC with its e-choupals which have been around for two decades is a private sector pioneer in 
setting up a parallel market system. 

• The advent of agribusiness start-ups which use supply chain practices of other industries to transfer 
produce from the farmer to their customers. 

 
Advent of Corporate Players 

• The advent of the new set of corporate players is because they believe that they now have the 
means to improve the supply chain. 

• Almost two decades of the rural roads programme have provided the physical infrastructure 
needed to link urban areas with farmers. 

• Penetration of mobile phones, improvements in communications technology and digital transfer of 
money has also created conditions for the entry of new players, particularly in southern and western 
states, and National Capital Region. 

• The combination of infrastructure improvement (physical and digital) and the availability of capital 
from domestic and foreign sources have opened the door to newer players. 
 

Way Forward 

• If there is a lesson to be learnt from changes in the agricultural supply chain business over the last 
decade, it is that public investment in infrastructure can crowd in private investment. 

• The lessons of the last decade should lead to the question why are APMCs being made the fulcrum 
of the debate on agricultural reforms.  

• For sure, a legal framework that leads to monopolies should be changed. 
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